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from little italy, a neighborhood, a family, and a neighborhood. spiro tzavellass black-and-white chronicle of a greek cypriot immigrant is shot in one take, and in a day, in a
multitude of small, often unsavory, scenes that nonetheless add up to a wrenching portrait of the immigrant experience. print courtesy of the national film theatre of greece
tuesday, april 4, 6:30pm wednesday, april 5, 4:00pm 1972, a day after the first gulf war, and the national guard of hyatt regency has a little problem: the rooms reserved for
national guard members have been mysteriously occupied by personnel of all three branches of the armed services. the resulting commotion and confusion has gotten the hotel
facing a $90,000 fine for each room involved. the management is desperate to find the culprit before the fine is levied and the hotel is shut down. what they discover is a
scheme of corrupt individuals who convince a few government personnel of all three branches of the military to bunk in the rooms, and they have to work it all out before the
clandestine occupants are found. the brits - apparently unable to call the police for fear of alienating relations with the u.s. army (who are stationed at the local air base) - have
partnered with the national guard to find the culprits. the army is represented by the taskforce leader, colonel sam brogan (robert blyde), a no-nonsense veteran who has been
in the army for twenty years,and the air force by captain john pearson (dudley sutton), who has spent a career on the tarmac. the navy has already gone to federal prison for an
earlier offense of bunking on base, and is represented only by the navy commandant, colonel morris (albert marsh). genre: comedy, action director: peter yates starring: peter
graves, dudley sutton, albert marsh, robert blyde release date: january 3, 1973 for more information see the imdb
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The narratives often incorporate some of the history of the Vietnam War (or the Gulf War in this case), and the historical accuracy of these scenes is impeccable. For instance,
the very first scene shows the killers (hand-held weapons only) at a theater screening the 1969 version of The Blue Max. During Vietnam War in 1969, The Army released a

compilation film of (in my opinion) outstanding combat footage from the war. The highest grossing movie of 1969 was this compilation. The clips are of such spectacular quality
that by comparison, the films found on this site look relatively dull. In addition, one of the actors is using an early Vietnam-era radio as a walkie-talkie. While the character is

military liaison officer to the Royal Canadian Army, in 1969 this is probably not what he was doing. Based on his intelligence briefings, he is the guide leading a four-man team
into the ranks of Viet Cong to eliminate a threat. On May 11, 1943 U.S. forces landed on Attu and began an uphill battle to retake the island. After nineteen days of fighting, the

beleaguered Japanese soldiers launched a final banzai charge in an attempt to break through the American line. When the battle ended, only 29 prisoners remained of a
Japanese force of roughly 2,600. Three months later the drama at Attu was matched by an equally dramatic anticlimax. Foul weather had delayed Allied attempts to retake

Kiska, and when U.S. and Canadian forces finally landed on August 15, they were stunned to find that the Japanese were gonehaving evacuated under cover of fog three weeks
before. As the guns fell silent in the Aleutians, many Army and Navy facilities were closed, though fighting in the Pacific and in Europe continued for another two years.
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